Sub-Saharan Africa
Cape Town, Johannesburg & Port Elizabeth

- Tomorrows Leaders
- Education
- Employer Engagement
- Strategic Partnerships
- Awareness & Recognition

Highlights

- Launch of Employability Webinar Series’ & Innovation in the African Construction Industry series
- Mentoring workshops for students. Piloting these in SSA, well received and supported CIOB mentoring services, Tomorrow’s leaders and retentions department
- Tech CIOB Grade being piloted in SSA
- Tomorrows leaders student chapters at 4 Universities.
- Big 5 Construct Expo Partners in SSA – JHB Event Youth Summit – Hub Committee Member support valued
- SACPCMP progress being made on the revised MOA to address recognition of CIOB in our region (Lack of recognition is one of the biggest challenges faced)
- EDI Charter presented to the SACPCMP
- Master builders Western Cape – exploring further collaborative opportunities with CIOB & MBA

Upcoming Events

- Big 5 Construct Cape Town & KZN
- CEO Visit August – Womens Month breakfast, various membership & stakeholder engagements, site visits and university engagements
- Academic Summit
- Accreditation Visit – Reaccreditation of Universities
- Hybrid event re Contracting in Disasters

For standards. For change. For people.